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“And if it seem evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose
you this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods which
your fathers served that were on the other side of the
flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land ye dwell:
but as for me and my house, we will serve the LORD.”
Joshua
24:15

G

reetings Most Excellent Grand High Priest Lewis Thurston and
the Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter Holy Royal Arch Masons
of Florida, Prince Hall Affiliated
I, the Honorable Walter Gulley, Jr., the 18th Most Worshipful Grand Master am overwhelmingly excited to congratulate
Grand High Priest Lewis Thurston on the production of Volume 4 and Issue 1 of the Signet. The Most Excellent Union Grand
Chapter of Holy Royal Arch Masons and the Staff of the Signet have done an extraordinary job in bringing the vision of the
Grand High Priest into fruition.
The quest for knowledge is always accompanied by a thirst for a deeper depth of understanding. I must admit this is an impressive and unprecedented piece of work for the jurisdiction of Florida in Royal Arch Masonry. I would like to individually
as well as collectively congratulate this signet staff for exemplifying the perseverance needed to complete this body of work.
Most Excellent Grand High Priest Lewis Thurston, you spared no pain in ensuring the members of this York Rite Body are
well informed and provided background information to further facilitate true education.
This publication could not have been produced at a better time than the 10th Year Anniversary of “York Rite” Weekend. The
York Rite Weekend personifies a spirit of “Unity” which has existed for a decade and I am so proud to be a part of this historic
weekend. I commend the efforts of the entire leadership and membership which will be a part of celebrating this ten years
of fellowship and companionship.
This Most Worshipful Grand Master and the Most Worshipful Union Grand Lodge, State of Florida and Belize, Central
America, Jurisdiction, Incorporated, Prince Hall Affiliated takes great pleasure in being a part of this awesome display of
accomplishments. Most Excellent Grand High Priest Lewis Thurston and Staff, take a bow for a job well done!!!

Fraternally,

Walter Gulley, Jr.

MW Walter Gulley, Jr.
Grand Master of the Most Worshipful Union Grand Lodge
Jurisdiction of Florida, Belize, Central America, Incorporated,
Prince Hall Affiliated

“Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility
count others more significant than yourself ” Philippians 2:3

Happy New Year and I greet you in the excellent name of the I
AM THAT I AM. I wish for each of you a very Happy and Prosperous New Year.
Let me begin by congratulating the Signet team members for
your dedication as we celebrate the first anniversary of the renewed Signet. Companions Craig Stafford, Wesner Pierre, and
Stanley Lamarr, we commend you for your hard work over the
past twelve months; for taking this administration’s vision and
exceeding our expectations. Your work has resulted in a regularly produce newsletter as a representation of Holy Royal Arch
Mason is striving to impart. The Signet Staff led by its editor
Companion Stafford has also shared a powerful lesson that embodies our brotherhood: Men who were once strangers and
now companions working together as a team. Thank you to the
staff and all the contributors to the Signet newsletter for making
our publication a success. We could not have done it without
you. You are encouraged to go back and review each edition in anticipation of future ones.
This anniversary of the Signet Newsletter denotes several milestones not only for our Grand Chapter; but for
our York Rite bodies. This edition of the newsletter also marks the tenth anniversary of our York Rite Weekend session. We are pleased to welcome Union Grand Commandry and the Hattie C. Dandridge Grand Guild
back to our January 2018 session. I would like to pause and acknowledge the following individuals for their
vision to create such a weekend of fellowship, inspiration and education. Thank you, Past Most Excellent Grand
High Priest Carl Finerson, Past Grand Thrice Illustrious Master Albert Cobb, Past Grand Eminent Commander
Arther Mincey, Past Most Ancient Grand Matron Patricia Stafford, Past Royal Grand Perfect Matron Mamie
Clark and Past Grand Princess Captain Vivian James. I thank God and acknowledge your vision for a unified
York Rite body. After ten years, your vision has moved into a very strong reality.
As the vision evolves, we welcome the journey which awaits us in the new year. However, all journeys require
preparation. For our empowerment, the first 2018 edition of the Signet is dedicated to the understanding of the
second masonic landmark. It is my hope that all we do here inspires you to dig a little deeper and seek a greater
knowledge.
So let us toast to what lies ahead; cheers to another successful year! As my tenure comes to a close, I assure you
we plan to finish strong; yet, the journey will have only
just begun!

Yours in the bond of 3 x 3,
Lewis S. Thurston
12th Most Excellent Grand High Priest
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Meet the Staff

Lewis Thurston
Most Excellent High Priest

Walter P. Russell
Grand King
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94

Companion Craig Stafford
Editor
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94

Wesner Pierre
Layout & Design
Bethel Chapter #37

Stanley Lamarree
Grand Lecturer
Providence Chapter No. 113

DaRon Mosley
Grand Secretary
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94
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Well Done: Faithful Companion
“His lord said unto him, Well done, good and faithful servant; thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will
make thee ruler over many things: enter thou into the joy of thy lord. Matthew 25:23 (KJV)”

I know I’m getting older – my hair is getting grayer and I can’t run as fast as I used to. But thanks be to GOD
my memory has not failed me yet. I can still look back on the many lives and personalities I have met and
come to know in my life time. This holds true for the many Companions I have/had the pleasure of working
with in seeing this Grand Chapter prosper. In a later writing, I hope to ‘tell their story / tell our story.’
We find In the above passage, which is part of Matthew 25:14-23, the parable of the talents and the accounting
of the same. We all have read/heard this scripture(s) and can say many good things about the work of the first
two servants:
· They did their work promptly.
· They did their work with perseverance.
· They did their work with success.
· They were ready to give an account to their master.
Like the first two servants, I can say many good things about the Companions I have come to know and be
associated with. If I asked each of you to look back at the many Companions you have come to know and be
associated with, you more than likely would reach the same conclusion that I did – this is all well and good.
Now the true test or question, before each one of us, will be, what accounting we can give, or can be
given on our behalf, as a Royal Arch Mason
Companions, we are all endowed with certain abilities/talents – not all the same, but you do have abilities/talents that work well within and for the good of the order. Companions, use your abilities/talents in such a way,
that at the end of the day, it can be said of/for
you:
… Well Done Thou Good and Faithful Companion…
“R.Ex. Enoch Mobley, DGHP”

A Micro Exposé on the
Masonic Science of Rhetoric
By Craig Napoleon Stafford, 32°
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As

a parishioner in a confessional, I confess. This micro exposé is personal and reveal the nature in which
I express my purpose. I have an affinity for rhetoric. It is the one science that wrapped itself around my umbilical cord while in my mother’s womb. It nourished me. As an embryo, I would hear my mother’s thoughts
through her DNA and debate them. In actuality, all embryos do. As we grow through womb life, we develop
a sense of self and a need to utter that sense. Upon exiting the womb, we do just that – we cry. Announcing to
the world, I am here and I have my own voice.
Rhetoric is defined as the art of discourse, wherein a writer or speaker strives to inform, persuade or motivate
particular audiences in specific situations.
Rhetoric is one of the three ancient arts of discourse – a discourse abiding among the trivium. Trivium is the
lower division of the seven liberal arts and comprises grammar, logic, and rhetoric.
1. Grammar = Input = Youth of reasoning = Body
2. Logic = Process = Manhood of reasoning = Mind
3. Rhetoric = Output = Old age of reasoning = Soul/Spirit
Interestingly, the three ancient arts of discourse form a triangle – a holy geometric trinity - a Delta of intelligence.
The five canons of rhetoric, which trace the traditional tasks in designing a persuasive speech, were first codified in classical Rome: invention, arrangement, style, memory, and delivery.

I view the five canons as the five senses commonly known to humankind.
1. Invention = Vision
2. Arrangement = Touch
3. Style = Smell
4. Memory = Hearing
5. Delivery = Taste
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The Grand Architect’s infinite wisdom pings the five canons of rhetoric as the five points on the Blazing Star. A
star fixed on the mosaic floor of our DNA. This star also hangs from the ceiling of our purpose. Ever illuminating and providing light on our journey.

The first seven words of the New Living Translation of John 1:1 reverberates the majestic rhetoric of Jacobs
Ladder:

Coupling the discipline of rhetoric with sacred text reveals the secret hallways within the Middle Chamber that
lead to a sublime door. Rhetoric is ancient science used to gain entry into the Holies of Holy. It is within the
Holies we find mirrors of light reflecting our own image. It is within the Holies we realize we ourselves are the
Grand Architect. We are the Word that already existed. We are the Word made flesh and dwell among humankind.
“But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on
his name” – John 1:12.
“And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us” – John 1: 14.
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Our DNA is geometrically shaped as an intertwining Jacobs Ladder, scientifically tagged as a double helix.

“And the Lord leaning upon the ladder, saying to him: I am the Lord God of Abraham thy father, and the God of
Isaac; the land, wherein thou sleepest, I will give to thee and to thy seed” – Genesis 28:13, Douay-Rheims Bible.
I thank, you, the reader of this exposé for being my confessor and allowing penance for not expressing my
thoughts on this subject matter much sooner. May his Holy Father, of this Sacred Chamber bless and keep you is
my prayer. Sancte Spiritus.
Source material: Wikipedia
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Little Acorn, Mighty Oak
While sitting one day during my quiet
time, I kept hearing a noise out by the
carport. Pling, pling, pling. The sound was
coming from acorns falling from a large
oak tree onto my newly built carport. I
picked up one acorn and thought of a
proverb. ‘Mighty oaks from little acorns
grow’, which mean Great things come
from small beginnings. The Signet started
as an embryo of someone’s imagination
and has now grown into a mighty publication. As the Psalmist in Psalms 124:1
states, “If it had not been for the lord
on our side“, The Signet would not be as
mighty as it is today. Truly, the Lord is
with the newsletter.
Congratulations on your anniversary and
may God continue to bless everyone involved in its production. And as the Editor, Companion Craig Napoleon Stafford
said in the fourth issue,
“Let’s Grow Together.” Be blessed.
Rev E.L. Powell
Grand Chaplain
HRAMFL
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THE INDUCTION
by Damian Jack
Grand Scribe
Jurisdiction of NC
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W

hat induced you to become a Master Mason? Since becoming a Mason this is a question you have heard at
the opening and closing of every Symbolic Lodge meeting. You have heard it so much that it becomes not only routine
for you to hear, but it’s routine for the Sr. Warden to read or recite it. My question to you is this: Have you taken the time
to truly understand what it is you are saying or hearing?
Let us break down the question as well as the answer. What induced you to become a Master Mason? Per
Webster’s Dictionary, induce means to “succeed in persuading or influencing (someone) to do something.” So what
influenced or persuaded you to become a Master Mason? That you MIGHT, or possibly, obtain, travel, work and receive.
That one word is so important because it reminds you of what you do not have and what you have to continue to search
in order to obtain. Again, are we so caught up in the routine of reciting and hearing that we do not take the time to fully
understand its meaning?
As Master Masons, we were charged to carefully preserve the Ancient Landmarks of the Fraternity, one of them
being the 2nd Landmark, which discusses the division of Symbolic Freemasonry into three degrees. The Holy Royal Arch at
one time was a part of the Symbolic degrees and in some parts of the world that still holds true. In the American system,
this landmark continues to be violated by being its own separate entity. As Companions, we see the significance of the
Holy Royal Arch and why it was a part of Symbolic Masonry.
For example, look at the Fellowcraft degree and the Middle Chamber. The lecture starts with a brief explanation
of how their work was inspected in order to gain admission into the Middle Chamber, however it is not explained how
that inspection works, and hence we have the Mark Master Mason Degree. The degree is broken up into two sections,
the first being an extension of the Fellowcraft degree. It is said that the 2° was for those who proved themselves worthy
by strict fidelity to their duties were given certain signs and passes that enabled them to get into the Middle Chamber
and receive their wages. So what is that strict fidelity, or loyalty, to their duties? Well you had to present your work to
the Junior, Senior and Master Overseers, who would tell you if your work was Good, True and Square. It was then you
would be able to receive your wages, which you had to know the proper way of receiving wages or suffer the penalty.
Another, and major, example of the Royal Arch significance to Symbolic Masonry is the Past Master degree. As
taught in the ritual Royal Arch used to be under the governance of Symbolic Masonry and you could not receive the
Royal Arch degrees unless you were Master of the lodge. Actual Past Masters are aware the difference between the two
degrees, but as stated, there was no need for a difference when the Royal Arch and Symbolic Masonry were interwoven.
Finally, we have the Word, that which was lost due to the actions of the ruffians. Without the word, you are not
able to travel, work, receive, and support. Now that I have given you these examples, let me pose this question to you:
Could you really consider yourself a Master Mason prior to receiving the Royal Arch degrees? There is no right or wrong
answer to this question. But think about it and the question I asked you at the beginning of this lecture.
There is more to the Holy Royal Arch than just finding what was lost. Some have told me that they are satisfied
with just being Master Masons because everything they need is in that house. I would definitely agree with them IF the
Holy Royal Arch was still a part of Symbolic Masonry, but since it is not I firmly believe that those who are not Companions
are truly missing vital lessons that helps them understand Symbolic Masonry more. We continue to be in violation of the
2nd Landmark, but no one can deny the beauty of Holy Royal Arch Masonry. Yes it’s meaningful to be a brother because
you’ve learned that you would face dangers and difficulties, but to be a Companion means you’ve crossed the rough and
rugged roads of life and have done even the most servile work for the promotion of great work. Remember the lessons
you have learned, and when you find yourself in a state of being lost, grab your tools and dig deep within yourself for the
Truth.
Holiness to the Lord
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A Historical Review of the Second Landmark of Freemasonry

“The DIVISION OF SYMBOLIC FREEMASONRY INTO THREE DEGREES,”
Ancient Masonry or what we refer to as Craft Freemasonry; throughout history has always been a debate as to the origins
of Holy Royal Arch Masonry and its place within Ancient Masonry. To understand or place into light, so we can be of one
accord, we shall give the full history of the system of Degrees.
First, we must return to the year 1500 during the middles ages of Operative Freemasonry to understand the craft only had
one degree. This degree was conferred on all freemasons and the ranks of Entered Apprentices, Fellow Craft, and Master

Masons was not specified. Even though the catechism or lectures were complete in referencing all three degrees.
Around the late 1500’s we find on the record books of Edinburgh Lodge in 1598 a degree for the Entered Apprentice was
developed. Following the second or Fellow Craft degree, which was designed for a fully qualified mason. This qualification
made him fit to be elected as Master of a Lodge (Master and Fellow-Craft), thereby placing Masons in ranks of those who
were in Apprenticeship verse those who were fully considered Freemasons by a system of ranks per degrees.
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The conferring of the Third Degree is
recorded in London, England; Edingurgh, Scotland and Dublin, Ireland
from the year 1725 onwards. At the
formation of Premier Grand Lodge of
England there were only two Degrees
at the revival of 1717. Anderson’s Constitution of 1723 or the Grand Lodge
of England Constitution of 1723 - regulations 13 confirms that the second
or senior degree was entitled “Master
and Fellow-Craft.” not Master Mason.
It was clear to all that the third degree
was not anything new because the
original first degree was split becoming
the first and second degree -Entered
Apprentice and Fellow-Craft Degree.
The original second degree (Master
and Fellow-Craft) became the third degree.
In the late 1730’s evidence of Royal
Arch Masonry which is considered the
completion of the Master Masons Degree first appeared. Solid evidence of
the Royal Arch degree being conferred
dates as early as April 16, 1753 (Vernon
Lodge No. 123 of Coleraine Ireland).
More than a half century followed with
brethren disagreeing on Royal Arch
Masonry as its place in the Craft. Premier Grand Lodge finally accepted its
validity, though it became a separate
institution apart from Ancient Craft
Masonry. The Althol or Antients Grand

Lodge of England always accepted the
Royal Arch as the root and bone of Ancient Craft Masonry and conferred it
under the warrant of a Lodge. Ireland
and other Grand Lodges accepted it as
such as well.

a great treasure without which a Master Mason or Ancient Craft Masonry
would not be considered complete.
By Comp. Stanley Lamarre

It wasn’t until 1813 at the Union of the
two Grand Lodges of England that a
Resolutions was adopted due to various degrees being established within
the systems of Freemasonry. This resolutions was placed on firm grounds
and became the second most widely accepted recognized Landmark of
Freemasonry which states:
“It is declared and pronounced that
pure ancient Masonry consists of
three degrees and no more; namely
those of Entered Apprentice, the Fellow Craft, and the Master Mason, including the Supreme Order of the Holy
Royal Arch.”
While the above resolution established the validity of the Supreme Order of Holy Royal Arch as pure ancient
Masonry. The degrees remain a separate system outside of Ancient Craft
Masonry including in the United States
It took upon itself several degrees
and thereby establishing a system call
Chapters. We here agree that the Holy
Royal Arch is indeed the cap-stone of
the ancient system. The recovering of
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Health & Wellness
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Erectile Dysfunction aka “ED”
By Dr. Ephraim Riggins, PharmD

What is erectile dysfunction (ED)?
Erectile dysfunction is trouble getting and keeping an erection firm enough for sex. You may have heard it
called “ED”. There are degrees of erectile dysfunction. The symptoms can vary. You may find that:
*Your erections are not as hard as they once were.
*It takes longer to get an erection.
*You can’t keep an erection long enough to complete sex.
*You can’t get an erection.

Common and treatable
Some men think that erection quality changes with age. That’s true, in some cases. But age alone does NOT
cause erection difficulties. The cause may be something else like:
*Other health conditions
*Medicines
*Lifestyle

There are ways to treat erection difficulties. If you’ve had repeated problems, maybe it’s time to take the first
step and talk with your doctor. Your doctor or urologist can help you learn more about erection quality and
how you may be able to improve it.

Know The Signs & Symptoms
It’s not uncommon to have a change in erections at times. You may have:
*Trouble getting or keeping erections
*Erections not firm enough for sex, or weaker than before
*Less confidence about getting or keeping an erection
If this happens often, even if it doesn’t happen every time you want to have sex, talk with your doctor. Erection difficulties can be a sign of another health problem. You’ll learn about some common conditions that can
affect erections.
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No matter what the degree of symptoms, for most men, there are treatment options. Talk with your doctor
who is your best source for health information.
“Look, Listen & Learn”
Health Problems & Erections
Erection trouble may be a sign of a health problem. Some medical conditions can lead to changes in erections
because they affect blood flow. Blood Flow is needed for healthy erectile function. These conditions include:

Diabetes
More than half of the men with diabetes will have erection problems at some time. Erection problems are
more likely if blood sugar levels are higher than if you keep your blood sugar under control. Erection quality
changes can happen earlier in with diabetes as compared to men who don’t have it.

High blood pressure
Because it affects blood flow, high
blood pressure is often linked to
erection problems. High blood
pressure is high pressure (tension)
in the arteries. Over time, high
blood pressure can damage the
blood vessels in the penis. This can
lead to erectile dysfunction.

High cholesterol
High cholesterol can cause plague,
a substance that narrows arteries
in the body. Plaque can affect blood
flow. The risk of erection problems
are twice as high in men whose total cholesterol is above 240 than in
men whose levels are below 180.

Other conditions that may cause erection difficulties or make them worse are:
*Kidney disease
*Too much alcohol
*Multiple sclerosis
*Hardening of the arteries
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Also, prostate cancer treatment, including radiation and surgery, can harm nerves and arteries near the penis.
There are ways to improve erectile function, even if you have one or more of these diseases. Ask your doctor
about treatment

Ask About Medications
Erection difficulties don’t have to mean giving up on sex. Several medicines treat erectile difficulties. See your
doctor to find out if one might be right for you.

Pills
Your doctor may prescribe pills to help you get an erection. They don’t cause an erection. They let blood flow
more easily into the penis. After you have sex, the erection should go away. Pills are not for everyone. Men
who take certain medicines for chest pain (angina) should not take pills for erections.
Men who take certain medications for high blood pressure or prostate problems should talk with their doctor.
The combination may make blood pressure, in some men, drop to an unsafe level.
Common side effects can include:
*Headache
* Flushing
*Stuffy Nose

Shots
With this treatment, you inject medicine into your penis. These medicines relax your blood vessels. That lets
blood flow into the penis. Your doctor will show you how to do the shots.
Some side effects can include:
*Pain from the injection
*Scar tissue on the penis

When to call your doctor
Seek care at once if you use medicine, pills or shots to treat erection problems, and your erection lasts more
than four hours. This condition must be treated as soon as possible or lasting damage can happen to your penis, including the inability to have erections. If you experience a sudden decrease or loss of vision, stop taking
your pills and call your doctor right away.
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Medicines, Lifestyle & Erections
Some medicines may cause erection difficulties. These include treatments for:
*High blood pressure
*Heart disease
*Depression
*Anxiety
Don’t stop taking your medicine, even if you think it affects your erections. Talk with your doctor. He or she
may be able to prescribe a medicine to improve your erectile function.
In closing, make lifestyle changes. A healthy lifestyle will help reduce your risk of erection difficulties. These
tips can help:
*Quit smoking
*Control your diabetes
*Reduce cholesterol
*Avoid substance abuse
*Lose weight if overweight
*Exercise
*Reduce Stress and anxiety

Talk With Your Partner
It’s important to talk openly. You need your partner’s support and understanding. Your partner needs to know
she is not the root of the problem and your erectile function changes may have a physical cause. Involve your
partner when you check out treatments and talk with your doctor. By working together, you show that the
relationship is important to you.
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Jurisdiction News & Events

Gainesville Christmas Toy Drive Party

John G. Riley Annual Rock-a-thon’s donation from
Ruth Court #2
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The Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter is an official member of the Circle of Friends for the John G. Riley
Museum in Tallahassee, Florida.
John G. Riley was one of Florida’s Most Excellent Grand High Priest.

Thanksgiving give a way with the masonic family in Gainesville FL. Where there is unity there is strength.
District Deputy Grand High Priest Darrell Johnson
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Devastation in the USVI and British Virgin islands
photos via District Deputy Flemon Lewis

The Spirit of God, the Master, is on me
because God anointed me.
He sent me to preach good news to the poor,
heal the heartbroken,
Announce freedom to all captives,
pardon all prisoners.
God sent me to announce the year of his grace—
a celebration of God’s destruction of our enemies—
and to comfort all who mourn,
To care for the needs of all who mourn in Zion,
give them bouquets of roses instead of ashes,
Messages of joy instead of news of doom,
a praising heart instead of a languid spirit.
Rename them “Oaks of Righteousness”
planted by God to display his glory.
They’ll rebuild the old ruins,
raise a new city out of the wreckage.
They’ll start over on the ruined cities,
take the rubble left behind and make it new.
You’ll hire outsiders to herd your flocks
and foreigners to work your fields,
But you’ll have the title “Priests of God,”
honored as ministers of our God.
You’ll feast on the bounty of nations,
you’ll bask in their glory.
Because you got a double dose of trouble
and more than your share of contempt,
Your inheritance in the land will be doubled
and your joy go on forever.
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On November the 18th, at the patch an open air market
Royal Palm #121 in conjunction with the City of Dania Beach participated in a food give away and distribution. The event was organized by Bro. Terry Elliott Sr,
Companion Morris Goldwire, Dania Beach CRA, Farm
Share, Supa T Records, Elliott Enterprises, Ark of the
City and Community Umbrella.
The event was free to the Community and a total of 500
baskets were distributed as well as 250 hot meals contributed by Royal Palm Chapter # 121 HRAM , we the members of Royal Palm looking forward to working with the
City of Dania disbursing charity to the less fortunate and
promoting Prince Hall Affiliated Holy Royal Masonry
Yours in the bond of 3 x 3
Anthony S. Graham
EHP Royal Palm Chapter 121
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Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter
Holy Royal Arch Masons  Prince Hall Affiliated  State of Florida & Jurisdictions
May 22, 2017

Lewis S. Thurston, KYCH

Yet now be strong, O Zerubbabel, saith the Lord; and be strong, O Joshua, son of Josedech, the
high priest; and be strong, all ye people of the land, saith the Lord, and work: for I am with you,
saith the Lord of hosts:
Haggai 2:4

Most Excellent Grand High Priest

Lewis S. Thurston Testimonial Info Letter-01

Enoch Mobley, KYCH

Rt. Ex. Deputy Grand High Priest

Walter P. Russell, KYCH
Rt. Ex. Grand King

Dr. Elton L. Lewis, KYCH
Rt. Ex. Grand Scribe

Peter Burton, KYCH

Greetings All
I take this opportunity to inform you of particulars leading up to the spectacular Testimonial
Banquet for our 12th Most Excellent Grand High Priest Lewis S. Thurston, KYCH. We are
looking for the Masonic Family, Shriners, Relatives, Co-Workers, Friends, Etc. to all be a part of
this Testimonial Banquet and to show your appreciation to MEGHP Thurston in your own unique
way.

Rt. Ex. Grand Treasurer

DaRon Mosley

Rt. Ex. Grand Secretary

Date and Time:

April 16, 2018

Banquet Color Scheme:

Red, White, Gold

Banquet Ticket Cost:

General Public

6:30 PM – 10:00 PM

Rev. Ernest L. Powell
Rt. Ex. Grand Chaplain

Lynwood Loper, KYCH

2018 Convocation Registered Companions – Ticket Cost
included in your Registration cost

Grand Chair of Foreign
Correspondence

Souvenir Journal Ad Cost:
O UR M ISSION
• P rom ote Pr ince H al l
A ffil iated H ol y Roy al
A rch M asonry
th r ou gh out Fl or ida and
its Jur isdiction.
• Encourag e and pr actice
th e spir itual concepts
of h ar m ony , peace,
l ov e, and unity w ith in
th e order.
• P rov ide educational ,
fraternal , and
b enev ol ent assistance
to our m emb er s
• Disbur se ch ar ity to th e
l ess for tunate in ou r
society .”

$45.00

B/W ½ Page - $50.00; B/W Full Page $100.00;
Color ½ Page - $65.00; Color Full Page $125.00;
Inside Rear Cover (Color Only) - 200.00
Outside Rear Cover (Color Only) - 200.00

Please make your check payable to “LST Testimonial.” On the check memo line, include
either of the following terms:
• Testimonial Tickets;
• Testimonial Ads;
• Testimonial Donation
Mail all testimonial funds to:
Rt. Ex. DaRon Mosley, G Secretary.
876 Westport Dr.
Rockledge, FL 32955

Yours in the bond of 3 x 3,

Right Excellent Enoch Mobley, KYCH, Deputy Grand High Priest
1802 Airport Blvd., Melbourne, FL 32901 321-373-5216 emobley@cfl.rr.com  www.hramflpha.org
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HYATT REGENCY JACKSONVILLE RIVERFRONT
225 East Coastline Drive Jacksonville, Florida, USA, 32202

Save the Date
2018 York Rite Weekend
Featuring the Annual Statewide Exaltation
To the Deputy Grand High Priest Enoch Mobley, Grand King Walter Russell,
Grand Scribe Elton Lewis, Grand Treasurer Peter Burton, Grand Secretary Daron
Mosley, Rev. Ernest Powell, Grand Chaplain, Past Most Excellent Grand High
Priests, Past Grand High Priests, Excellent High Priests, Kings, Scribes,
Treasurers, Secretaries, All Grand and Local Appointed Officers and Companions,
Are we beginning to commend ourselves again? Or do we need, like some
people, letters of recommendation to you or from you? You yourselves are
our letter, written on our hearts, known and read by everyone. You show
that you are a letter from Christ, the result of our ministry, written not
with ink but with the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but on
tablets of human hearts. - 2 Corinthian 3:1-3

Greetings
May the Spirit of the living God continue to dwell within your HEART! Your
support of this Grand Chapter has been awesome as evident by the increase
attendance at our workshops and the growth within your local chapter. We have
had two major storms to impact our state, but God has allowed us to continue to
make progress. Continue to spread the oil of joy with one another and the Lord will
continue to shower us with his blessing.

January 4-7, 2018
Host Hotel
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Jacksonville Riverfront
1201 Riverplace Blvd, Jacksonville, FL 32207
Phone: (904) 398-8800
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